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Firco Screening Insight-for Accounts
Identify, assess and manage relationship risk across the enterprise — 
accurately and efficiently.

A powerhouse of functionality, Firco Screening Insight–for Accounts provides a holistic view of risk  
and anti-money laundering (AML) compliance- related activity—all on a single, easy-to-use platform.  
It provides institutions with valuable insight, flexibility and scalability for more effective list 
management, Know Your Customer (KYC) and account screening. 

Firco Screening Insight meets the challenges of capturing and monitoring customer risk to:

• Stop threats at onboarding

• Ensure a defensible AML compliance process

• Safeguard reputational integrity

• Boost accuracy and operational efficiency

• Visualize data to quickly identify risk 

The solution screens an organization’s entire database to identify sanctions, Politically Exposed Persons 
(PEPs) and Reputationally Exposed Persons (REPs) found in adverse media. Leveraging artificial 
intelligence (AI) techniques and proprietary technology. The solution produces a higher quality result  
set with fewer false positives for more effective risk management. 

With its advanced analytics, visual components and integrated workflow, Firco Screening Insight  
brings organizations the insight and efficiency needed to identify and mitigate risk with confidence. 

Available as a hosted solution, it can also be deployed on premise for installations where privacy  
restrictions or jurisdictional requirements prevail. 

A foundation for compliance 
Implementing standards for identifying and managing risk across all businesses within an organization  
is a significant challenge for global compliance. Firco Screening Insight offers a consistent process for 
entity resolution with measurable and repeatable results. It provides a solid foundation from which to 
build defensible KYC, Customer Due Diligence (CDD) and Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) processes 
to satisfy both regulatory and institution-specific requirements. 
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Data visualization of prioritised alerts

Proprietary analytics and a decision engine leverages AI techniques to capture the relative risk of a 
match, and then evaluates attributes of that match to determine its true probability. This approach 
results in delivering significant improvements in false positives and hit rates.
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Risk Level 1 Risk Level 2 Risk Level 3 Risk Level 4 Risk Level 5

Pyramid of Risk

Firco Screening Insight displays the number of hits in 
each of the five equivalency classes

Internal list manager - daily dashboard views
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Firco Screening InsightGood data, better results 
Accurate customer screening begins with good 
quality data. List Management Service automatically 
downloads data daily from government sanctions 
lists, commercial databases of PEPs and REPs, 
and other sources of high-risk entities. All data is 
validated, formatted and optimized for filtering 
through leading watch list filters. 

The Accuity internal list manager is a unique feature 
that automates the upload of internal lists and 
facilitates edits to generate clean, filter-ready files. It 
also enables searches for duplicate records, one-click 
merging of duplicates, and cloning and linking records. 

Update history and comparison of changes across 
sanctions lists and institution-specific lists are 
stored in a comprehensive archive. This specialized 
repository contains OFAC updates dating back to 
2000, with over 40 other sanctions lists, providing 
an audit trail of historical transactions that simplifies 
look backs and supports internal compliance and 
regulatory reviews.

Ranking risk 
A patented risk ranking methodology, Exposure 
Index, raises the bar by bringing greater insight 
and efficiency to list management. Exposure Index 
provides a daily ranking of reference profiles to 
identify the highest-risk entities in large databases. 

Accurate account screening 
Ineffective screening solutions drown compliance teams with a deluge of alerts, making it difficult to 
expediently uncover true risk. Firco Automated Alert Reduction offers a highly effective approach to deliver 
more accurate matches with fewer false positives. It provides an objective, systematic approach to targeting 
risk that dramatically increases operational efficiency. 

Integral to Firco Automated Alert Reduction is the powerful combination of Exposure Index and 
Strength Index. While Exposure Index measures the severity of a match, Strength Index evaluates 
attributes such as name frequency, date of birth, location and textual similarity to measure the 
probability of a match. Accuity employs AI techniques and proprietary technology to score alerts based 
on relevance and likelihood of truth. The most probable matches with the most severe consequences are 
easily identified for further action. 

Firco Automated Alert Reduction is an integrated part of Firco Screening Insight–for Accounts offering 
deep insight into why certain decisions are made.
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To learn more about the Firco Screening Insight–for Accounts and the full suite of Accuity account 
and transaction screening solutions, contact your account manager or visit: www.accuity.com

Streamlined workflow safe 
Firco Screening Insight facilitates workflow management, alerts can be assigned individually or grouped 
to be worked by specific users based on parameters such as threat level or a combination of factors. 

Users can view the queue of alerts that are created, analyse data, compare customer and reference profiles, 
research hits and decision alerts. Additional functionality shows linked entities at any level and provides the 
ability to drill-down into each profile for further information. 

The solution offers an intuitive case management workspace that stores all details of customer and 
reference profiles in one location. Customer information is automatically loaded when opening a case 
for a true hit, speeding input and reducing manual errors. Once in Case Manager, notes, decisions, 
collateral—even URLs—can be added with the click of a mouse. 

Centralised information 
Capture, query and monitor details related to client data uploads and daily surveillance screening with 
Information Repository. This valuable search engine tool, which is a core feature of Firco Screening  
Insight, contains all reference, customer and internal data in one easily accessible location to facilitate 
research and investigation. 

Information Repository can be used in a number of ways, including uploading a delimited customer 
file as needed. Additionally it takes raw data from reference databases and parses it into a readable table, 
which cross references relationships and verifies each through an automated process that confirms the 
relevance and accuracy of the relationship.

Manual screening lookup 
Manual search and automated web call service are two options available for manual screening lookups, 
against combination of lists at account opening. All search queries, decisions and comments are stored  
so they can be audited at any time. Any manual look-up search can be exported as a PDF file. 

Bringing data to life 
Interactive data visualization in Firco Screening Insight makes it easier to interpret complex information. 
Multi-dimensional data is displayed through charts, graphs, scatter plots, timelines and other visuals, 
which are dynamically linked to the underlying data. 

Manage workflows, and view alerts prioritized by risk, identify hidden links, perform below-the-line 
testing for model validation and more, all with the click of a mouse. Customer, reference and system 
level timelines track and visually display all activities to facilitate internal audit and regulatory review. 
Firco Screening Insight is user configurable to accommodate each institution’s specific requirements. 

Knowledge Centre 
Accuity provides short training videos for Firco Screening Insight. The knowledge centre  
contains online help for users for all functions within the solution as well as offering  
knowledge on Authentication Administration. 


